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Hello, I am Tonantzin!Hello, I am Tonantzin!

I am from Mexico, and today I am I am from Mexico, and today I am 
going to tell you about a gift from my going to tell you about a gift from my 
country to the world:country to the world:

The chili pepper is one of the The chili pepper is one of the 
original crops of Mexico.original crops of Mexico.

It is a nutritious food, a source It is a nutritious food, a source 
of natural colors and compounds of natural colors and compounds 
used in medicine and makeup.used in medicine and makeup.

The chili pepperThe chili pepper

Culturally, it is a symbol that gives identity to Culturally, it is a symbol that gives identity to 
Mexicans.Mexicans.

But it is also an But it is also an 
essential part of essential part of 
diverse cultures due diverse cultures due 
to its impact on to its impact on 
international cuisine.international cuisine.

The Chili Pepper
(Capsicum annuum)



Hello, I am Tonantzin!Hello, I am Tonantzin!

In Mexico, the word “In Mexico, the word “chilechile” is used, ” is used, 
from the Nahuatl “chilli” or “from the Nahuatl “chilli” or “xillixilli” to ” to 
refer to any fruit classified within the refer to any fruit classified within the 
CapsicumCapsicum genre. Its scientific name is  genre. Its scientific name is 
Capsicum annuumCapsicum annuum, but the species has , but the species has 
many varieties.many varieties.

In Mexico, chili was sacred to some cultural groups. I In Mexico, chili was sacred to some cultural groups. I 
will mention some examples:will mention some examples:

The The MexicasMexicas gave it as an offering to the subsistence  gave it as an offering to the subsistence 
goddess “goddess “ChicomecoatlChicomecoatl”. They also burned it in bonfires ”. They also burned it in bonfires 
and believed that the irritating smoke it generated and believed that the irritating smoke it generated 
protected them from bad things. The Mayas saw it protected them from bad things. The Mayas saw it 
as an instrument to meet the gods.as an instrument to meet the gods.

In the valley of Mexico, In the valley of Mexico, 
chilies were grown in chilies were grown in 
chinampaschinampas, a Mexican , a Mexican 
method of sowing that method of sowing that 
is a contribution of our is a contribution of our 
country to the agriculture country to the agriculture 
of the world.of the world.

In South America, they call it “In South America, they call it “ajiaji” a term that the ” a term that the 
Spanish adopted and use from colonial times to the Spanish adopted and use from colonial times to the 

present.present.



In Mexico, all traditional food In Mexico, all traditional food 
has chile. I am going to tell has chile. I am going to tell 
you something surprising: you something surprising: 
““MoleMole” is a typical meal ” is a typical meal 
prepared with four types prepared with four types 
of chile.of chile.

Well, after all this history I’m going to explain how Well, after all this history I’m going to explain how 
you can grow it at home, it can be your garden, or in you can grow it at home, it can be your garden, or in 
a pot, so you can enjoy its delicious flavor.a pot, so you can enjoy its delicious flavor.

The chile has very showy colors, The chile has very showy colors, 
and there are more than 50 types. and there are more than 50 types. 
Some are the “serrano”, “jalapeño”, Some are the “serrano”, “jalapeño”, 
“poblano”, “chile de árbol”, “morita”, “poblano”, “chile de árbol”, “morita”, 
“chile ancho”, etc.“chile ancho”, etc.

1. The first thing you need is to put 1. The first thing you need is to put 
on some gloves.on some gloves.

2. Then, cut a chili, with great care, 2. Then, cut a chili, with great care, 
to extract the seeds inside, or you to extract the seeds inside, or you 
can buy them from a nursery.can buy them from a nursery.

3. In a pot, add soil mixed with a 3. In a pot, add soil mixed with a 
little organic fertilizer. Fill it up to little organic fertilizer. Fill it up to 
half.half.



4. Disperse the seeds of the 4. Disperse the seeds of the 
chili bell pepper very carefully chili bell pepper very carefully 
on the surface.on the surface.

5. Add a little more of the mixture and 5. Add a little more of the mixture and 
compact the surface with your hands.compact the surface with your hands.

6. Sprinkle it with a little water. 6. Sprinkle it with a little water. 
Place the pot in a place where it Place the pot in a place where it 
is sunny (25°C) but has periods of is sunny (25°C) but has periods of 
shade.shade.

7. Water every third day or when 7. Water every third day or when 
you put a wooden stick in the pot, you put a wooden stick in the pot, 
and it comes out dry.and it comes out dry.

8. When you have your fruits, you can 8. When you have your fruits, you can 
harvest them and cook them with harvest them and cook them with 
the immense variety of delicious the immense variety of delicious 
dishes that exist nowadays.dishes that exist nowadays.

Mexico has given many things to Mexico has given many things to 
the world, and without a doubt, the world, and without a doubt, 
the chili pepperthe chili pepper is one of the most  is one of the most 
delicious!delicious!
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